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I n  H a r m ’ s  W a y
C o l l a b o r a t i v e  S t u d i o
When you think of a typical design studio, the first scene to come to mind is probably a high end 
project within a sprawling cityscape where your main concepts are based off of views and daylighting, 
not whether or not your building can withstand heavy firepower. The latter is definitely a concern when 
designing in a war zone, which is exactly where Interior Design Professor and Chair Lee Cagley’s “In 
Harm’s Way: Interior Design for Modern Combat” studio set up camp this past Fall semester. The goal of 
this graduate level Interior Design studio was to challenge the way combat outposts are designed to keep 
our military safe from both enemies and the potential onset of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). 
The students of “In Harm’s Way” have initiated the beginning of an era where design can protect our 
deployed military both physically and mentally. 
Society has known the effects of PTSD for years, yet has limited treatments for this diagnosis to therapy 
and medications. One of the most common statements from veterans with PTSD was that they never 
truly felt safe while deployed. Research done by the students revealed that very little has changed in the 
design of outposts over the years, including the cots which were initially designed for World War II. 
This insecure feeling leads soldiers to avoid confrontation with their traumatic experiences until they 
are home, where it becomes difficult to cope. Therein lies the root of the problem, which Lee and his 
students fought to overcome by questioning how the environment our deployed military are housed 
in can be designed to help fight against PTSD. With all of this in mind, students set forth to redesign 
a 30,000 square foot compound that would accommodate 100 to 120 military personnel. Design 
proposals included safe zones for mediation and more user friendly billeting enclosures (living quarters). 
Stronger materials such as compressed Sacon, a glass-fiber reinforced concrete that has the ability to 
absorb munitions, and transparent aluminum that can withstand the force of a 50 caliber round without 
shattering, would keep our military safe. The materials would protect the soldiers from attack and also 
put their minds at ease with the hope that knowing they are safe within their compound will give them 
stronger mental health.
Though the focus of the studio was on relieving military of PTSD, these same solutions could be 
implemented for other trauma victims on home soil. One project in particular, completed by the lone 
Industrial Design graduate student, acts as an interface for users to record and play back their verbally 
cataloged thoughts. The goal of this feedback loop enabler is to allow patients a sense of distance and 
perspective on their traumatic experience. With such a device, those suffering from traumatic encounters 
could begin the process of understanding and self-healing before the point of diagnosable PTSD. This 
begs to ask the question “Why hasn’t anything been done before now to aid in the prevention of PTSD, 
especially through design solutions?” Even Professor Cagley is unsure of the reasoning behind the lack 
of attention towards design in military conditions, but hopes to end the drought and change the way 
combat outposts are viewed by our military. He looks forward to teaching the studio in the future and is 
hoping to receive a grant to construct and test prototypes at Camp Dodge. If this studio proves anything, 
it is that we must take these opportunities within academia to face challenges that have been overlooked 
or simply unexplored in order to make changes for the better. 
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